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INTRODUCTION 

The ICT and Power industry in Kenya is rapidly developing with crucial support from the 
Government of Kenya as exemplified in the Vision 2030. Large investments in the country-
wide fibre network as well as fast developments in the mobile information technology sector 
also underline this trend. As universal access to technology by Kenyans increases, there is 
bound to be significant demand for information and telecommunication infrastructure and 
products. In the short-term, there has been an upsurge in the purchase of computers, 
communication gadgets and internet connectivity both for corporate and domestic use. The 
long-term change will see the country witnessing immense reliance on the ICT infrastructure 
for e-commerce, education, social interaction, and as a source of entertainment. 
 
In view of this rapidly growing demand and anticipated expansion, Detrix communication 
was founded in 2009 initially as a partnership and subsequently incorporated into a Limited 
Liability Company in 2012 in the telecommunication and power sector.  Today, Detrix is 
among the Telecommunications Installation and maintenance contractors in Kenya and 
within the Region, and has secured a reasonable market segment, particularly in Telecom 
works and SCADA integration. 

Detrix projects are managed by experienced project managers, qualified engineers and 
competent supervisors. We employ skilled tradesmen who are dedicated to maintaining high 
standards of workmanship with strict focus on every detail. 

COMPANY ORGANIZTIONAL STRUCTURE 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Our corporate mission and vision fully reflect our commitment to connect both ends of the 
equation: bring our valued customers exceptional optical solutions. 
 
Mission 

 
Our mission is to provide leading optical solutions by designing and supplying the best 
optical fiber cable and components for our customers' optical infrastructure, with exceptional 
service, creating value for our shareholders, customers and employees.  
 
Vision 

 
We aspire to be among leaders in fiber optic solutions. To do so, we must continue shaping 
the future of communications by applying the best minds to the challenges our customers 
will continually face. 

Motto 

Focus on Customer satisfaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

ABOUT DETRIX 

Detrix Communication Ltd is today a comprehensive technology solutions and integration 

services provider with over 7 years’ experience and such a dynamic team. The company 

was founded originally with a main focus on networking solutions. However, as a company 

we have gained great experience through several successful projects in the 

Telecommunication, Security, and Surveillance and Information Technology fields. 

OBJECTIVE 

Our corporate objective is to become a technology powerhouse with offerings ranging from 

office solutions to turnkey systems and green-field projects. Our commitment is to work on 

consistently delivering cost–effective and professionally implemented solutions. 

    “Our value proposition is founded on designing and conceiving solutions 

specifically answering our customers’ functional and business needs and on 

prioritizing customer service & technical support by making it a core component of 

our programs.” 

Over the years, the company kept increasing its technical and project implementation 

capabilities in order to deliver quality services at all levels. Detrix Communication has access 

to a wealth of the technical and financial resources necessary to undertake projects of any 

size or complexity. We have developed partnerships with several industry leaders and 

technology providers delivering value added in various aspects and fields to our customers 

and markets and customers. Detrix Communication has a broad experience in delivering 

enterprise wide solutions and systems integration services.  

In addition, Detrix Communication is a leader in physical and logical integration and 

implementation, protecting different size organizations with various levels of complexities, 

offering installation and maintenance of a wide range of systems and equipment and 

services. 

“We achieve this by constantly communicating with our customers and learning from 

them in order to improve our services. We strive to stay on top of today’s and 

tomorrow’s technology to ensure the best services are available to the end user. 

Our Key Strengths 

    * Integrated project management for turn-key solutions combining agile methodologies 

    * Deep knowledge of target operational environment and related problems 

    * Full control of legacy and emerging technologies from different suppliers 

    * Knowledge of the specific plant requirements, both internal and external 

    * Prestigious domestic and international references 

 



 
 

SERVICES 

Fiber Optic  

• OFC/ OFS equipment’s Supply & 
Installation(Aerial & Underground) 

• Fusion Splicing (single and mass)  
• Testing and Documentation  
• Test Equipment’s supply 
• FTTH 
• Maintenance Troubleshoot  
• Connectorization (Head end Fiber 

Distribution Panels)  
• Fiber to RF Broadband Solutions  
• OPGW supply and installation 

RF Telecommunication & Coax Cable 

• Full RF Testing and Sweep 
Capabilities  

• New Build Coax Splicing and 
Activation  

• Microwave Systems 
• Maintenance Splicing  
• WiMax and Radio Installation  
• P2P / P2MP Configuration 

 

TELECOM WORKS  -SDH+SWITCHING 

• Full installation and support for loop 09500- 
R,09400R 

• Zmux 3300 set and installation  
• Scada switches supply and installation 
• Setup configurations and maintenance at an 

SDH level 
• Layer 2 switch supply and installation 
• Substation switch for scada i.e. IP6820 

installation and integration to scada central 
system 

Permitting and Engineering 

• Strand Mapping  
• Pole License Application  
• MDU/FTTx Design and Installation  
• Utility / SHA Permits  
• ROW Permits  

SCADA Works 

1. Site Surveys 
2. Station Adaptation Design Works 
3. Supply of RTU and Test Equipment’s 
4. Configuration works and Integration of RTU to Central system  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

DETRIX ENGINEERING SERVICES 

FLEXIBLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT 

As a provider of telecommunications communication solutions for operators and utility 

networks, DETRIX knows about the importance of flexible network management system 

solutions for our clients, Lean on-site management as well as integration of a variety of 

different communication devices of a utility network into an overall solution is key. Detrix 

uses customized NMS-suite and web-based management approaches, all NMS 

requirements can be covered in a modular, customer-friendly way. Management not only 

addresses fiber optic equipment but also a wide comprehensive range of PLC, wireless and 

switch / router solutions. 

Engineering and consulting 

We identify opportunities and solutions to improve systems and equipment  

Installation and commissioning 

Initial erection, start-up and commissioning services of new equipment and systems 

 

Maintenance and Field Services 

Preventive, predictive and corrective maintenance services to maximize the reliability and 

availability of equipment and systems 

Spare parts 

We stock spare parts and spare parts kits, emergency support, component repair and 

exchange, inventory management and logistics solutions 

Training 

We offer training for engineers, operators, and programmers, maintenance personnel about 

products, systems, processes and technology. 

 

 

 



 
 

SCADA WORKS 

Detrix Communication also is a solution provider of automation, processes control and 

SCADA systems. From design, installation, testing, commissioning to maintenance and 

operation we offer full spectrum of services to construction sector.  

We are in partnership with NR Electric, Ltd. one of the leading control systems integrator in 

the world. We also cooperate with brands like ABB. 

OUR TEAM 

We pride ourselves on the highly skilled and motivated engineers that we have. We have a 

highly skilled and multi-disciplined team of engineers and technicians with a wealth of 

industry knowledge and expertise. They always work in partnership with clients to provide 

optimum solutions that are tailored to meet their specific needs.  

Our highly educated and certified team is able to offer complete solutions in the field of 

industrial automation and process control, starting with the basic project design, through 

complete equipment delivering and assembling, to on-site services, start up and customer 

training. We can also offer consultant services in this field. 

System Design & Validation Functional design, optimum performance and reliable system 

integration are the result of a thoroughly planned project at its inception. Detrix engineers 

work directly with owners, engineers and contractors during the system design phase to 

ensure cost effective and workable system solutions. Communications & Telemetry solutions 

Well-engineered communication systems are a critical requirement for reliable SCADA and 

process control systems. Detrix can help you design, implement, and maintain your 

communication infrastructure to provide secure, robust, and fault-tolerant system 

architectures.  

System Commissioning - Detrix uses a standardized approach to commissioning systems 

to ensure that the system performs as expected and per project requirements. These 

standards can be tailored to the specific needs of the project. 

SCADA & PLC integration PLC and SCADA systems play a vital role in the modern industrial 

and automation environment. From the individual PLC controlling a discrete plant to a site 

wide integrated PLC and SCADA system Detrix is able to provide a total PLC and SCADA 

system solution. Detrix having excellent knowledge with a large number of market-leading 

manufacturers and vendors . 

Hardware and RTU supply - Our experienced team works with you to design, source, 

install and monitor complete SCADA product solutions including Remote Terminal Unit 

(RTU) control panels with point-to-point or point-to-multi-point communication and all types 

of devices 

 

 



 
 

PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN 

 

 

CLIENT NAME 

 

TYPE OF PROJECT- Main/Sub 

Contract 

 

REMARKS 

KETRACO 

POWERCHINA 

GUIZHOU 

ENGINEERING 

(NARI) 

400KV LOIYANGALANI- 

SUSWA TRANSMISSION 

LINE 

• Fiber OPGW splicing 

works 

• Repeater migration 

works 

• Repeater station 

telecom works 

 

 

Completed Successfully 

KETRACO 

ELEMECH 

ENGINEERING (K) 

LTD 

500KV DC ETHIOPIA 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

• OPGW Splicing works 

120 joints 

• OTDR Testing works 

 

Ongoing 

KETRACO 

CHINA JIANXU 

(CJIC) 

GARISSA SOLAR PLANT 

• OPGW Splicing works 

• OTDR Testing 

• Line Tests 

• Telecom Works 

• SCADA works 

 

Completed Successfully 

KENYA POWER & 

LIGHTING Co. 

LIMITED 

ETRADE 

LOT 3 & 4 ADSS DESIGN 

AND INSTALLATION OF 

ADSS CABLE 860KM 

• Site survey 

• Design works 

• Fiber ADSS 

installation 

• Commissioning works 

Completed Successfully 

KENYA POWER & 

LIGHTING Co. 

LIMITED 

                  NR 

Electric Co. 

FIBER WORKS ADSS 

DESIGN AND 

INSTALLATION 386.5KM 

• Engineering 

measurements 

• Design work 

• Installation 

• commissioning 

Completed Successfully 

 



 
 

KENYA POWER & 

LIGHTING Co. 

LIMITED 

NR Electric Co. 

FIBER WORKS OPGW 

90KM 

• Engineering 

measurements 

• Design work 

• Installation 

• commissioning 

 

Ongoing 

 

KENYA POWER & 

LIGHTING Co. 

LIMITED 

NR Electric Co. 

EXISTING RTU WORKS 

• Engineering 

measurements 

• Design work 

• Installation 

• commissioning 

 

Ongoing 

 

KENYA POWER & 

LIGHING LIMITED 

NR Electric Co. 

 

TELECOM WORKS 

• Engineering 

measurements 

• Design work 

• Installation 

• commissioning 

 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIMBANET COM 

KENYA 

 

 

NETWORK EXPANSION 

• Site surveys 

• Fiber, VSAT & YASAT 

installation 

commissioning 

• Supply of Network 

Connectivity items 

• Installation of ADSS 

Cable for Last mile 

connectivity 11KV/415 

LV systems and 

Supply of FO Network 

devices – Closures, 

P2P, Uplink switches, 

Fiber Optic 

Accessories 

 

 

Completed Successfully 

 

Continuous - Based on link 

work orders  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

KENYA POWER 

AND LIGHTING 

 

NGM MASTERMIND 

COMPANY LTD 

KENYA 

 

KENYA ELECTRICITY 

MODERNIZATION 

PROJECT; LOT 2 A36D2 MT 

KENYA SUBSTATION 

WORKS 

• Site surveys 

• Telecom solution 

supply and installation 

• commissioning 

 

Completed Successfully 

 

 

 

 

 

KENYA POWER 

AND LIGHTING 

 

NGM MASTERMIND 

COMPANY LTD 

KENYA 

KENYA ELECTRICITY 

MODERNIZATION 

PROJECT; LOT 2 A36D2 

MT. KENYA LINES 

 

Supply of ADSS cable, 

ADSS/OPGW Fittings  

 

Completed Successfully 

 

 

 

 

AVMAX LIMITED 

 

Installation of Structured Network 

Cabling at Nairobi Headquarters - 

Wilson Airport 

Supply of Power Back Up System 

 

Ongoing Projects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAGEMCOM 

LIMITED 

 

Detailed site survey, planning and 

design for Installation of ADSS Cable 

Last mile links 

 

Completed Successfully 

 

 

ETRDADE LIMITED 

 

Detailed site survey, planning and 

design for Installation of ADSS Cable 

Last mile links 

 

Splicing and Testing of Mangu 

Substation and Thika North 

Substation 

 

Kenya Power Detailed site survey, 

planning and design for Installation of 

ADSS Cable Last mile links -  Central 

Rift, North Rift and Western Kenya  

 

Installation of ADSS Cable Last mile 

links 

 

Completed Successfully 

 

 

 

Completed 

 

 

Completed 

 



 
 

AQUASCOPE 

LIMITED 

 

Supply of Network Devices – Fiber 

Optic Cables 

Completed  

SAFARICOM 

LIMITED 

 

Supply of Fiber Optic Cables 

Completed  

BANDWIDTH & 

CLOUD SERVICES 

 

Supply of Fiber Optic Cables 

Completed  

FIBER 

CONSTRUCTION  

 

Supply of Fiber Optic Cables 

Completed  

 

AMECEA 

 

Structured Cabling works - Social 

Communications 

Completed  

MASABA SERVICES  

Supply of Fiber Optic Cables and 

Network Devices 

 

Completed  

 

TBT LIMITED 

 

Supply and Installation of Aerial 

ADSS Cable and Accessories 

 

Completed  

 

GEONET 

TECHNOLOGIES 

 

Supply of Fiber Network Devices 

 

Completed  

 

BROADBAND 

COMMUNICATION 

NETWORKS 

 

Professional Services - SCADA 

Integration  

 

Completed  

 

DECKO LIMITED 

 

Supply of Fiber Network Devices 

 

Completed  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
Your enquiries, concerns, questions, opinions and comments are very important to Detrix.  
 
Please contact us at the following addresses. 
 
DETRIX COMMUNICATION LIMITED. 
BLOCK 107/1058/4, Moi Drive, Opp chief office  
P.O Box 50263-00200 
Nairobi, Kenya. 
 
Phone: 0702136933/ 0738487313 
Email: info@detrix.co.ke 
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